Lok Bharti Director, Mr. Sanjiv Nanda and CEO, Mr. Aloke Khanna signing MOU with NSDC CEO and MD, Mr. Dilip Chenoy for Lok Bharti affiliation as Training Partner with National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC)
That’s IT

There is a common misconception that only the ‘Techies’ need to be conversant with IT skills, many of us look at the IT/ITES as an independent, specialized domain. Also, it is considered that the skill sets for domains like Travel & Tourism, Hospitality, Agriculture, Healthcare, Beauty etc. do not essentially require the IT flavor. This might have been considered the truth a decade back, but it is no longer a reality today. Today, the word “Literate” means a person who can read, write and work on computer.

In this technology intensive society, most job seekers are required to be proficient in computer skills to compete in today’s local and global job markets. The basic computer literacy includes basic to advanced knowledge in net surfing, word processing, presentation and spreadsheet applications. Don’t forget that Multi-skilling is need of the hour.

Information Technology (IT) has changed and will continue to change the way we work and interact socially. New and improved technological developments appear almost daily. Most jobs require job seekers to have some level of expertise in IT.

These technologies are intricately woven into various sectors. Use of electronic medical records in healthcare, electronic database in travel industry, online banking in banking sector, and computerized ordering and tracking systems in retail sector are just a few examples.

All Skill Development Initiatives of Lok Bharti incorporate Work & Life skills as integral module in all programs – this module introduces the learners with basic computer literacy, thereby ensuring that information technology is interwoven into all necessary aspects of the learning & skill development for all domains and the learner is indeed job-ready…that’s IT!!
Achievements

- LBES held the convocation event for candidates who completed training and assessment of electrical program under flagship of Schneider Electric Foundation at Barabanki Center, Uttar Pradesh
- LBSS signed MOU with RSLDC. The projects include Aajeevika- National Rural Livelihood Mission and Employment Linked Skill Training Programme (ELSTP)
- LBES launched another batch of Basic Electrical for Himayat project at Alwar Center
- LBSS launched 96 hour Safety Health and Environment training with Lucknow Metro Rail Corporation at L&T site

Stepping Ahead

- Launch of training for Crane Operator at Delhi Metro Rail Corporation sites
- Signing of MOU with Jaipur Metro

LOK BHARTI IN ACTION

- School Uniform distribution at Balika Awasiya Vidyalaya, managed by Lok Bharati at Alwar, Rajasthan
- On site training for UPSDM project- Shuttering Carpenter course at Mohan Lal Ganj center, Uttar Pradesh
- Convocation ceremony of candidates for the program of General Duty Assistant under Star Scheme held in Ludhiana, Punjab

LOK BHARTI IN MEDIA

From Left to Right - Media Coverage in Jagbani, Daily Spokesman, Ajit Daily and Ajit newspaper on 12, 13, 13 and 16 November 2014 respectively of the Convocation ceremony held in Sarabha, Narangwal and Ludhiana in Punjab. The convocation was organized for the program of General Duty Assistant in healthcare sector under Star Scheme.
We recognize the great work of Mr. Rajesh Kumar, Head, Administrationz for the “employee of the quarter” for his performance in the 3rd quarter of 2014–15. Congratulations! Keep up the good work.

I appreciate your tremendous efforts and am thankful to you for running the program of skill development in healthcare sector. Your monetary rewards and on time payout under NSDC star scheme were of great help.

We hope to collaborate with Lok Bharti in future Training Projects as well.

Lok Bharti has made an impressive contribution towards Schneider India Electric Foundation in helping people to get training from the bottom of the pyramid in electrical skills and building their career at the grass root level.

We would like to thank the team of LOK BHARTI EDUCATION SOCIETY for joining hands with us and wish them success for upcoming training programs.

I had a great experience of learning the nitigrities of Automobile repairing and computer basics at Lok Bharti.

Mr. Ajit, my trainer has a vast experience of training and uses various innovative ideas for teaching us. After completing my course, I would like to work in the same field.

It has been an incredible journey of 10 months with Lok Bharti. While working as an Automotive Trainer, I have trained more than 70 candidates in Automobile sector.

I am very thankful to Lok Bharti for training me and improving my communication skills. It gives me a lot of pride and joy to see the trainees getting placed.

Lok Bharti delivered 96 hr training at our DMRC site with innovative ideas. They have deployed experienced trainer.

As a training institution, Lok Bharti provides practical and hands on training to enrich technical and operational skills in safety. Thank you for sharing all your expertise with us.